This paper proposes a simple method to balance a binary search tree, as an attempt to develop the simplest and most explicit procedure. For a given constant in (0, 0.5), a rebuilt subtree of size rebuilds itself again after
Introduction
Seeking for a "just-working" solution means preferring the "simplest" solution. Performance deterioration, neglecting the latest technology and all kinds of things unacceptable in theory can happen in practice, just for simplicity. An example is the software engineering, or its education. In those fields, the philosophy is often to produce "just-working" programs, to cite Arne Anderson [1] . As we can see, often, simplicity is the virtue.
This philosophy about "just-working" solutions is also applied to the balanced search tree. The key feature of a balanced search tree would be the logarithmic costs, sometimes in a probabilistic or amortized sense, for search, insert, and delete operations. Many examples of a balanced search tree exist, such as the AVL tree [2] , or the binary B-tree [3] . However, in Munro, Papadakis, and Sedgewick [4] , they were rarely used in the actual (non-research) computational practices. Evidently, their cumbersome implementation made their logarithmic efficiencies to be meaningless, which just emphasizes the importance of a simple balanced search tree. The AA tree [1] is an example of such simplified tree, which sacrifices some performance for simplicity but still provides logarithmic costs. This sacrifice can be said to be reasonable since the only thing needed for a "just-working" balanced search tree is the logarithmic costs.
The balanced search tree must be considered for the "average" programmer. It is a fundamental (and cumbersome) data structure needed in numerous applications, but nobody welcomes a tiresome progress to be done every time. Also, note that the notion of a programmer has been becoming broader in modern society. Anyone can become a software engineer in the field, but not all of them are a computer science graduate or a highly experienced person [5] . Data structures that require strong comprehension or long-coded procedures, which just fits the most balanced search trees, get easily neglected in the field. This is because of its heavily time-consuming implementation/maintenance, or because it is simply too-hard to try for some people.
Thus, we introduce a new method to balance binary search trees. It was done to develop the simplest and most explicit kind by using the following observations.
-The process of "detecting unbalance and then rebalancing" can be replaced by "scheduled rebalance". To be specific, a rebalance can be deterministically scheduled to occur at the very first moment where such unbalance can happen. This makes no complicated tree rules, which are used in many balanced search trees to detect an imbalance, needed to maintain a balance.
-A single integer value, which will be stored at all nodes, is enough to simply and explicitly implement the scheduled rebalances.
-The rebuild procedures can be implemented more explicitly than tree rotation procedures. Tree rotations can sometimes be done through short-coded procedures [1] , but requires a consideration of various conditions. These can include all possible cases of the tree, complicated tree attributes and restrictions, etc. On the other hand, rebuild procedures can require less prerequisite considerations, and can be simply operated (See Section 4.4 for details).
Following is our fused tree's balancing method, explainable in just one sentence. For a given constant in (0, 0.5), a rebuilt subtree of size rebuilds itself again after max(1, ⌊ ⌋) insert/delete operations. In details, is a given constant that has a similar role with the α in the scapegoat tree, except that is equivalent to 1 − α 2 (See Section 3 for details). It shall be decided before the initialization of the tree. Also, the scheduled rebuilds will be implemented by a single integer value, the "fuse". The "fuse" refers to the remaining insert/delete operations until rebuild, and is stored at all nodes. It is set to ⌊ ⌋ at rebuilds (or 0 at a node's creation), reduced by 1 after every insert/delete operation. When it is reduced to be no more than 0, it explicitly means that a rebuild is required at this node. The integer value is named "fuse" since it acts like an explosive's fuse, which is the string attached to an explosive and represents the remaining time until an explosion.
This whole simple and explicit method can be easily implemented by adding small extra codes to a naïve binary search tree (See Section 4 for details). In details, a rebuild procedure and some extra code for the insert/delete operation is the only thing needed.
In addition, the fused tree is based on the scapegoat tree [6] . The scapegoat tree is already said to be simple [6, 7] , but the fused tree made differences from it for even more simplicity. This leads to different performances and implementations, explained in Section 6.
Notations and Notes
The following notations are for node attributes that are actually implemented. Note that they will be used mainly during the discussions over the operations (Section 4). is the "fuse" value stored at
The following notations are for subtree attributes, which are not actually implemented. They will be used mainly during the discussions over the correctness of the tree (Section 5). Note that in this paper, the term "subtree" is used only for trees with at least one node.
In addition, lowercase letters (such as , ) were used to denote numerical values, and uppercase letters (such as , ) were used to denote nodes or (sub)trees. . Also, a binary search tree is α-weight-balanced if and only if all its nodes are α-weight-balanced. Note that a rebuilt binary search tree is 1/2-weight-balanced.
The height of an α-weight-balanced binary search tree is no more than ⌊log1 ⌋ [6] .
Thus, in scapegoat trees, this pre-fixed constant α is used to determine whether a rebuild is needed and to consequentially maintain the tree with logarithmic height.
Similarly, the fused tree will use a pre-fixed constant , where 0 < < 
Operations
Operations will be explained based on its small differences with the naïve BST operations. The differences will also be noted under the provided pseudocode.
Note that the only difference with naïve ones is about designating the location of rebuild (in the case of insert/delete operations) and changing the "fuse" values.
Search
The search operations are performed in the same as in naïve binary search trees. No other procedures or rebuilding methods are required.
Insert
Insert operations require a few more procedures compared to naïve binary search trees.
1. All the ancestor nodes of the successfully-inserted node get their "fuse" value decreased by 1.
2. During the process, if a node where its "fuse" value is no more than 0 is found, then that is the location where a rebuild is needed. If several locations exist, the one with top height becomes the final location. Figure 4 .2.1, the integer "1" (red node) gets successfully-inserted into the fused tree, as in a naïve BST. Next, in Figure 4 .2.2, all the ancestor nodes of the inserted node get their "fuse" value reduced by 1. Several nodes where their "fuse" value was no more than 0 existed, and the one with top height (orange node) was chosen as the final location of rebuild.
(Example 4.2.1) In
In an object-oriented style, the insert operation can be implemented through two main procedures. One for the interface and one for the internal recursive function. Note the use of a dummyLeafNode in the latter procedure, which literally refers to a meaningless leaf node. -In line 1, the procedure also receives a result about the location to be rebuilt.
-Also, in line 2 to 3, the procedure checks whether a rebuild is needed, and does a rebuild if necessary. set rebuildLocation as root 15: return (root, rebuildLocation) -All the lines of the 'return' statements and where returned results are assigned get changed to also return/assign the location of rebuild.
-Also, in line 11 to 14, the procedure checks if the insert operation was successful and if so, it reduces the "fuse" value of the root. Then, in the case where the "fuse" value became no more than 0, it updates the location of rebuild.
Delete
Same kinds of extra procedures are also required in the delete operation. Just like in insert operations, all "fuse" values in the trail get decreased and a rebuild occurs at the required location (See section 4.2 for details). However, note that only the ancestor nodes of the deleted node get their "fuse" values decreased.
Also, as in the insert operations, the implementation can be done through two main procedures. By an interface, and an internal recursive function. The dummyLeafNode is also used in the delete procedures, too. -In line 1, the procedure also receives a result about the location to be rebuilt.
-Also, in line 2 to 3, the procedure checks whether a rebuild is needed, and does a rebuild if necessary. Same type of change occurs, compared to the insert operation.
-All the lines of 'return' statements and where returned results are assigned get changed to also return/assign the location of rebuild.
-Also, in line 18 to 21, the procedure checks if the delete operation was successful and if so, it reduces the "fuse" value of the root. Then, in the case where the "fuse" value became no more than 0, it updates the location of rebuild.
Rebuild
Many tree-rebuild procedures exist, such as in [6, 8, 9] .
Compared to most of the procedures, only a single process is additionally required in fused trees. That is, the "fuse" value for all the nodes in the rebuilt tree must be reset. To be specific, for the root of subtree , ⌊ • . ⌋ shall become its new "fuse" value.
Note that for cases where . < 1 , the "fuse" value will be reset to 0, though it does not mean it actually requires a rebuild "now".
(Example 4.4.1)
The orange node in The paper introducing the scapegoat tree also introduces a way to rebuild a tree [6] . First, it flattens the tree (as if into a list), and second, recursively constructs a 1/2-weight-balanced tree from the flat tree. In our approach, to reset all "fuse" values, only the latter part needs to be slightly modified. However, this procedure is not always used in actual implementations, possibly because of its complexity. A frequently-used procedure of using a linear array (or another sequential data structure) exists, which is similar to the procedure in [8] . The process is simple and explicit. First, it copies all the keys of the subtree into a linear array in a sorted order, and second, recursively constructs a new 1/2-weight-balanced tree from the array. In our approach, only the latter part needs a slight change to reset all the "fuse" values. Note that in the pseudocodes, though the floor function was used to convert fractions into integers, a (automatic) truncation could be used instead since the values to be floored/truncated will always be positive.
Beyond these, several more applicable rebuild algorithms exist, such as in [8, 9] .
Additionally, in actual implementation, rebuild procedures may ignore trees with size less than 3, since already balanced in all possible forms.
Proof of Logarithmic Costs

α-weight-balanced
It is proven that the fused tree is always α-weight-balanced as follows. This will be done by separating the tree into two cases mainly based on its size. Proof.
Therefore, after an insert or delete operation, . ≤ 0. This makes only two cases possible for the location of rebuild.
i) An ancestor node of . was chosen as the location of rebuild. ii)
. was chosen as the location of rebuild. ∴ After the insert/delete operation, a rebuild is followed for or a subtree including it.
Second, for rebuilt trees with size no less than 2/ , they are guaranteed to be − -weight-balanced even after no more than ⌊ • . ⌋ − insert/delete operations. It is explained in the following Lemma 5.1.3, and implies that such trees are -weight-balanced By combining two of the cases, it can be explained that the fused tree is always -weight-balanced.
Proof.
For a subtree in the fused tree, four cases can be supposed. i) had no insertion/deletion after its creation.
-weight-balanced.
ii) was rebuilt after the last insertion/deletion to . Subtree is 1/2-weight-balanced. Thus, 
iii)
A subtree including but not was rebuilt after the last insertion/deletion to . All nodes of were transferred into a 1/2-weight-balanced tree.
iv) Neither nor a subtree including was rebuilt after the last insertion/deletion to .
By the contraposition of Corollary 5. -weight-balanced.
By i),ii),iii),iv), the fused tree is -weight-balanced.
To repeat, the height of an α-weight-balanced binary search tree is no more than ⌊log1 ⌋. Thus, search operations have logarithmic costs in the fused tree.
Amortized Cost of Insert/Delete Operations
The cost of a rebuild-included insert/delete operation can be amortized to have a logarithmic cost. This is since a rebuild, which costs Ο( . _ ), only happens after Θ( . _ ) insert/delete operations. To be more precise, a rebuild cost for max [ . _ + max(1, ⌊ • . _ ⌋)] nodes gets amortized into max(1, ⌊ • . _ ⌋) (the number of operations). The cost gets amortized in an explicit sense.
Thus, by using the potential method of amortized analysis [10] , we can show that the amortized cost of an insert/delete operation is logarithmic. This can be done by (over)charging rebuild-unincluded insert/delete operations +1 times its actual cost, and then using the accumulated "credit" to pay for the rebuild cost.
Note that in some cases, there is no "credit" accumulated to pay for the rebuild cost. Such cases are possible when . < 2 + 1 for a rebuilt subtree , where its next insert/delete operation includes a (consecutive) rebuild.
These cases can be handled exceptionally, since the rebuild cost in such cases are Ο(1).
Theorem 5.2.1 If a fused tree was built from a sequence of insert operations and search/delete operations, the amortized cost of an insert/delete operation is Ο(log ).
Proof. For a fused tree , assume the cost of the rebuild-unincluded insert/delete operation is bound by
Also, assume the cost of rebuild is bounded by • . + C .
For after insert/delete operations, say the resultant tree as . Also, define the potential function for node as
where the creation of or the last rebuild for the subtree rooted at was after insert/delete operations. Note that since ≥ , Φ , ≥ 0 . Several cases can be supposed for the subsequent events of an insertion/deletion.
i) The th insert/delete operation of node did not cause a rebuild. Since . ≤ , Ο(log . ) = Ο(log ).
Therefore, the amortized cost for an insert/delete operation is Ο(log ).
This completes the following Theorem 5.2.2.
Theorem 5.2.2
In a fused tree, for a sequence of insert operations and search/delete operations, the amortized cost is Ο(log ) per insert/delete operation and Ο(log ) for search operations, where x is the size of the tree the search is performed on.
Comparison with the Scapegoat Tree
Since the fused tree was based on the scapegoat tree, it shall be compared with it in the following.
Both use partial rebuilds to balance search trees, based on an α-weight-balance.
-This offers the choice between lower height and rarer rebuilds.
-Insert/delete operations have an amortized logarithmic cost.
-Applicable for multidimensional trees. [7] Fused trees have some implementational differences with the scapegoat tree.
-Uses consistent methods for both insert and delete operations.
Deciding a rebuild is only done by constantly checking and updating "fuse" values. Not by separated methods of 1)comparing the depth of the inserted node with its appropriate depth, or 2)comparing the tree's current size with the max-reached size of the tree, which needs constant update.
-The process of deciding a rebuild was simplified.
No need to check whether the tree is actually unbalanced. Thus, also no need to (recursively) count the size of the tree to find the non-α-weight-balanced node.
-When several locations for rebuild exists, the one with max height is chosen.
-A rebuild needs to reset all "fuse" values.
Fused trees have some performance differences with the scapegoat tree.
-Strictly α-weight-balanced. May lead to smaller height compared to the scapegoat tree.
-Possibly more frequent rebuilds. A rebuild can occur even for balanced subtrees.
-Requires an extra integer value at all nodes.
Conclusion
With a cost, the scapegoat tree was simplified to be even simpler. This cost was more frequent rebuilds and an extra integer value to be stored at all nodes. The return was a simple and explicit method of balancing trees, mainly explainable in one sentence. In situations where this cost is not much concerned, the fused tree will fit perfect as a simple and "working" balanced search tree.
